
CHRISTOPH GUN
A NORWEGIAN VIKING TRAVELING THE WORLD



M E D I A  K I T 

ABOUT
I am a travel influencer with focus on fitness, adventure and donuts. Yes, donuts – I will get back 
to that later! I am currently based in Los Angeles, California, but travel for projects around the US 
and the world. My social media channels are a destination for anyone who is interested in learning 
more about exciting destinations, hidden gems, tag along to adventures with me, get workout 
inspiration and follow along on a journey through different corners of the world. 

As taAs taken straight out of a scene from Frozen, I was born and raised in the snow packed mountain 
peaks of Norway. I early spiked an interest for hiking, exploring and physical activity. As I grew 
out of my teenage years, I also grew out of Norway. I packed my bags and moved to New York in 
2011. 

Three Three years in the city that never sleeps passed by, and I then made a change of scenery and 
moved to the city of angels. Although I have always had a passion for traveling, it was in LA I truly 
found my passion for fitness, and donuts. It might not sound like the greatest combination – but I 
cant help it; I love donuts. Now I’m making it a mission of mine to test donuts wherever I travel to! 



S T A T I S T I C S
INSTAGRAM: @CHRISTOPHGUN

ENGAGEMENT RATE

17,5K FOLLOWERS 
60 000 IMPRESSIONS WEEKLY
8000 REACH WEEKLY
713 AVG. LIKE PER POST
19 AVG. COMMENT PER POST 
750+ VIEWS ON STORY

DEMOGRAPHICS
GENDER: 
Male: 68.5%
Female: 31.5%

AGE: 
17 and under: 4.7%
18 to 20: 24.3%
21 to 24: 28.4%21 to 24: 28.4%
25 to 29: 22.1%
30 to 34: 13.6%

LOCATION BY COUNTRY:
USA: 48.3%
Norway: 8.5%

United Kingdom: 6.7%
Mexico 4.9%Mexico 4.9%
Brazil: 4.3%

4.7%+



W H A T  I  C A N  D O  F O R  Y O U 

My goal, regardless what type of content I do, is to keep it genuine, captivating and fresh. 
It is also extremely important to me to tell a story – to bring my followers along for a ride. 
I really enjoy using my content and channels as a way of telling a story. 

INSTAGRAM POST
The original Instagram post is great for featuring your product/service on my feed and 
reaching thousands of people. With a tag in the picture and in the caption, my followers 
can easily find their way to your own content and sites. 

INSINSTAGRAM STORIES: 
One of my absolute favorite places to create content, is within the Instagram Story option. 
I put a lot of time and efforts into making it unique, have it stand out, while at the same 
time keeping an on-going theme so my followers will instantly recognize its coming from 
me. With for example the poll option, we can be playful and engage the follower at the 
same time, and the “swipe up” option lets me direct them directly to your products 
landing page. 

INSINSTAGRAM LIVE: 
Live is a great way to bring the followers in on the action, unedited and with a big 
personal touch to it. Through live interactions, the followers and get their questions 
answered and also help direct what they wish to see and hear more about in terms of 
your product/service. 

CUSTOMIZED HIGHLIGHT: 
With the new “Highlight” function in Instagram, I can now save any Story content I do 
for your product/service as a customized highlight. This highlight will be easily 
accessible on my profile page. The Stories will have a lifespan longer than the usual 
24 hours. This way new and current followers can find a curated story, even after the 
first 24 hours of posting. 

INSINSTAGRAM TAKE-OVER: 
I have previously done several Instagram take-overs, where I am able to bring my 
personal touch and style to your account and feed for a limited time. I have for 
example previously documented a huge Pride event for an entertainment law firm 
through my eyes. In partnership with Scandinavia’s biggest hotel chain I ran the 
hotels Instagram account for a long-weekend while staying at the hotel, sharing my 
experience with their followers.  

YOUTUBE CONTENYOUTUBE CONTENT: 
I am so excited to launch my YouTube channel at the end of March. The videos will 
focus on four areas: Travel, fitness, adventures and of course donuts! The videos will 
usually be 4-7 minutes where I take my viewers on a journey to new places, show 
hidden gems, provide workout programs, and taste donuts. The videos will be a 
perfect place to plug your product or service, either as the “main attraction”, or a 
more subtle placement. 

CONTENT CRECONTENT CREATION: 
If you are struggling having enough content for your brands social media channels I 
would be more than happy to create content for you to use. I can offer 10-30 
pictures or videos based on your needs, either with me in them or without me, for 
you to use on your channels. 



L E T S  W O R K  T O G E T H E R 

Please do not hesitate with getting in touch! 
I would love to discuss with you how we can 
partner up and work together and create a 
creative and fresh collaboration.
E-MAIL: 
christoph@christophgun.com 

PREVIOUS COLLABORATIONS: 
Underarmour 
Sudo Studio
Reed Smith LLC
Choice Hotels 
Nooma 

Dell
Muscle Acadamy
BAD NORWEGIAN
Barrys Bootcamp

GET IN TOUCH: 



T R A V E L  -  F I T N E S S  -  A D V E N T U R E  -  D O N U T S 


